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Voice Instructor Gives
Second Annual Recital

4,469 Enroll Key Candidates
For Fall Term
Reign in Parade

Committees Named
For Homecoming

Total enrollment for the fall
Mr. Warren S. Allen, baritone, will present his second term is 4,469, according to John Key King and Queen candidates
annual recital Friday night at 8:15 in the Main auditorium. W. Bunn, registrar. Of these will reign in the second annual
Parade Oct. 18. All fraterMiss Myrtle Jensen will accompany him on the piano. Both 2,828 are men, 1,644 arc women, Key
nities, sororities, and organized
musicians appear as part of the faculty concert series spon- making the ratio one woman to housing
unite are eligible to enter
sored by the department of music.
1.72 men.
floats for this event.
Mr. Allen, instructor of voice, received his master's deDescribed as "big" and "notThe parade was originally set
cree in» music this summer from i
able" by Mr. Bunn, this year's en- for Oct. 11, but had to be postthe University of Michigan. His
poned
because of Migration Day.
rollment far exceeds any previous
undergraduate work was taken at
Approximately 2,000 alumni are expected to bo on the
Groups entering candidates are
Southwestern college, Winfield,
record in the history of the unito turn in an eight by ten dull campus when the university stages its annual HomecominK,
Kansas, where he was student diversity.
The former high had
finish photograph to the Key office October 24-25. Dr. Walter A. ZaugK has been named (?eneral
reetor of the A Cappella choir in
been .1,938, recorded at the begin- not later than Oct. 17.
chairman of the special committees in charne of the projiram.
1940.
ning of the 1946-47 year. The
A full week end is expected with the Kent Slate football
The parade, scheduled for 2:30
His initial appearance in Bowpresent figure is 272 over the pre- Saturday afternoon, will start on game heading the list of activities planned.
The annual
ling Green occurred last year with
"S'Rully dniu-e, sponsored by the
diction made by Mr. Bunn in Aug- Thurstin avenue and proceed to
Miss Maaqko Ono, soprano.
the circle, where candidates will
lnhi-fraternity HIUI Pan-Hellenic
ust.
Members of Phi Sigma Mu, honbe introduced.
councils, will be held in the Woorary music fraternity, will ushci
At the time the present seniors
Additional
information
conman's building on Friday, Oct. 12,
for this event. There will be no
were freshmen in 1944 the enroll- cerning the event will be released
admission charge.
from 9-18 P m. with the Women's
ment totaled 1,386, 250 of whom to housing units this week by Key
Independent Society following up
The four part program is as foleditor, Doris Smart.
were V-12 trainees.
with
an all-campus dance Saturlows: "Invocazionc de Orfeo" from
Of
the
present
number,
1,81ft
day
night at the same place and
"F.uridice" by Peri; "Per la gloria
are freshmen, 1,440 are sophod'adorarvi" by llononcini; "Turn
Phi Mela Mu, newest recognised same time.
to Me." old Scotch air by I.awson;
The contest for the best decormores. 678 are juniors, and 444
fraternity on campus, was acceptand "Song of Momus" by Boyce,
ated dorm, fraternity house, or soare seniors. There are 92 graduInfluenaa injections will be
ed by the Interfniternity council rority house will be held as usual
Section two opens with two
ate students.
given to students at the Univerlast Wednesday, Oct 1.
and there will be no restrictions on
Weingartner numbers, "Der Ode
sity hospital next week. Dr. W.
The College of Education has
the cost of the decorations used
Garten." and "l>u bist ein kind;"
The
fraternity
was
organised
in
H. Brown, university physician,
the largest enrollment of the three
this year. Janet Foulkes, chair"Auf dem Kirchhof" by Brahms;
February l'.M7 and plans to peti- man of the Awards and Rceognihas asked for the full cooperacolleges, having 1,583.
Liberal
and "Heimliche Auffordcrung" by
tion of all students. Last year's
tion the national fraternity. Zeta tions committee states that all
Strauss.
Arts, with 1,549, is a close second.
serious epidemic might have
decoratlOM should be completed
Beta Tau, in the near future.
"L'angelus" by Bourgault-Hubeen
avoided
if
all
students
had
Business
Administration
students
Warren S. Allen, baritone, will
Present members include: Stun by 10 a.m. Suturdny, Oct. 16.
coudray; "Voice que le printemps"
received
injections.
present hit annual recital Friday number 1,245.
The University Theater will
by Debussy; "Un grand sommcil night in the auditorium.
Gordon, Long Island, N. V.; presiMi»»
K. H. McFall, dean of freshmen,
noir" and "Dfinsons 1B giguc" by
dent; Harold Jeffe, 1'nssnie, N. J., have as its contribution J. I'. MarMyrtle Jensen will be his accomquand'l "The Late George Aplcy"
Szluc" complete part three.
reports that there are 1,889 veterpanist.
vice president; Harry Spector, with Ronald Kern in the leading
"Promesse de mon avenir" from
ans enrolled in the university.
New York City, N. Y., secretary; role. This satire on life on Beacon
"I.eRoi de Lahore" by Massenet
Public Law 16, rehabilitation act
Joe Finkelstein. Brooklyn, N. Y., street will begin its four-day stand
introduces the final section. Other
which provides for training oi vetselections are "May Day Carol"
treasurer; Mitchel Kerens, Chica- on (lit. 22. The play is directed
pep
rally
crans who have been injured in
by Professor F.lden T. Smith,
by Taylor; "Green River" and
go, 111.; Michael llillig, Jnmicn, head of the speech department.
service, covers 130 of that number.
"Serenade" by Carpenter; "DisMigration Day pep rally will
The remaining 1,769 arc here
N.
Y.;
and
Monroe
Rappnport,
Tosnnnance" by Borodine; and "My
Dr. Zaugg stated he would like
be Friday from 4:50-5:15 p.m.
under the specifications of Public
ledo.
Lady Walks in Loveliness" by
to have each campus organization
in front of the Men's gym.
Law 346, known as the "G. 1. Bill."
The new local is without an ad- decide at once upon its plans for
Charles,
Treble Clef club and A Cappellu
The band and cheerleaders
In addition to the above total
visor at the present since Dr. the Homecoming program and conwill lead the atudenti.
are a number of veterans who arc choir will be larger thin year, ac- Maurice Ncwburgcr, former adtact the Program chairman, l.aura
attending without benefit of either cording to Dr. James Paul Ken- visor, is not with the university
Heston.
law. Many of these plan to use nedy, because of the unexpected this year. Meetings are held in
The special committees named
the veterun administration benefits wealth of talent in the university. any avnilablc campus building
were as follows:
During try outs last week, the
in professional schools after comuntil adequate permanent quarters
following women were chosen for
Invitation — Walter A. Zaugg,
pleting preparatory work here.
can be found.
chairman; I. Willinm Miller, WilMr. Bunn notes that, whereas Treble Clef:
1st
Soprano
-.Catherine
Mueller,
Helen
liam Zimmerman. Alex Emerick,
almost all the men in last year's E. Mueller. Marjorte Huber. Shirloy J.
Betty Sanders, Mary II. Alstettcr.
freshman class were veterans, for- Wagner. Joyce Crockett, Maryle Hicks,
Bowling Green State university
Uniforms for the new men's mer service men comprise only 500 Virginia Clymer. Annabelle Sparling.
Publicity — Paul Jones, chuirGroemng. Lillian Gray. Ruth Lehas a««in been designated as a marching hand, which will he royal of the present freshman class. Audria
man; Robert Eastman, Dora Tcrbau. Lois Goodnight. Janice Fuller, Fannie
center for the administration of blue with burnt orange and white His conclusion is that veterans Smallz, Louise Brandt. Marian R. Roberts.
bizan, Lois Rubel, Jane Cnrlton,
All candidates for graduation
Anne McKmloy. Dorothy Foster, Glenna K.
the Graduate Record Examination, trimmings, have not arrived yet.
W. K. Stellar.
have fairly well "caught up on Cherry, E. loann Herd. Belly |. HuJt, Clera
in June 1948, including seniors
according to Dr. K. H. McFall, However, they will be here for the their back education." He says, 1. Price. Shirley F.gains. Pat Musolf. JacReception and Registration—
who will complete requirements
Examiner. Students who are en- whole campus to view at the next "The university population will queline Smith, Phyllis Paugh, Virginia
L. F. Manhart, chairman; I. W.
Cerny, Alice K DeLamater, Beverly Heil
in January, must fill out an
gaged in or contemplating grad- home game on Oct. 18.
man.
probably remain stable for the
Miller, W. K. Singer, Mary II. Alapplication for graduation in
2nd Soprano Lenore Lusk, Lela Schrouate study arc eligible to take this
This year's 02 piece hand, which next few years."
lueke, Janice Miller. Carmah Lawler, Leostettcr, Virginia Marion, Ned Etothe Registrar's office between
examination.
na Krill, Elaine A. Lewis. Beatrice Gtlmer,
will be led by Jim Armbruster,
Dinette, Betty Langc.
Foreign students total 43 this Nancy Wilier, Joann Simpson, Marilyn
October 8 and Oct. IS.
Results on this examination are sophomore from Port Chiton, and
Margaret Manharl, Muriel Joy
Program—l.aura Heston, chairrequired before a candidate is ad- assistant, John Wright, freshman year, while 601 are out-of-state Redman.
Hutchmnon. Carolyn Kerr. Marguerite
man; Carolyn Shaw, Elisabeth
Spilxer, Pegqy Ann Bannger, Sophie Papamitted to many of the nation's from New Philadelphia, is in need residents.
Louise Marie Long. Velma Btsher
Roulet, Gordon Wnrcl, Robert Bull,
Most students arc attending on rhrist,
leading graduate schools. In other of six French horn players and
Marilyn Weisz. Doris Smart, Marian Gales.
Betty Bejeck, Wilma Auten.
institutions the candidate's score such instruments as bassoon, flute, a full-time basis, but 63 are on Elamo Went. Joanne Sizer, Dons WolJe,
Nelda Rudolph, Alice M. Elton. Peggy
a part-time enrollment.
Ways and Means—I. W. Miller,
on this examination is requested and oboe.
Nordon. Ruth Wonnell, Violet Elamo
chairman; A. B. Conklin, Richard
when application is made for a
Schneider, Helen Burdo, Nancy Heininger.
Arthur Zucl/.kc, band leader, be1st Alto—Marilyn Miller. Ruth E. Lyon,
Fleming, Pete Sherry, Barbara Osscholarship or a fellowship.
Lillian Rossow.
Belly
Mishlor,
Jean
lieves that the increased enrollA local chapter of the nation- mun, Jo Ann Shaw.
Rudolph, Patricia Thompson, Avaloo DresThe examination is a series of
ment should warrant more interest
al
Alpha
Phi
Omega,
service
orser,
Barbara
Trapp,
Bermco
Man,
Lois
tests designed to show the nature
Homecoming Queen Flection—
Cannon. Joan Syverlnen. Judith Twist, ganization, was approved by the
in the band. Any man interested
and extent of a student's knowJeanne Gray, Ruth Wilson. Dorolhy KaranStudent Council, William Zimmerin playing with the marching band
Student
Senate
Monday
evening.
lonis,
Joanne
Haskins.
ledge and understanding in com2nd Alto Sue Swearingen. Elinor Elsass, The organisation is open to all man, chairman.
Come early in the day or on
hould attend practices on Monday,
parison with that of other college ™ould "]
Donna M. Slroh. Nannetle Sandndge, BarCrowning of Homecoming
Ttudents. There are eight general Wednesday, and.Fnday from 4 to Saturday, advises Paul F. Leedy, bara Francis, Jayne M. Baxter, Flossie college men of good standing who
Edith M. Ludwig, Ruth Jordahl. Kalh were members of the Boy Scouts. Queen—Women's Athletic Associteste that cover broadly the princi- 6 P-»- and on *»tuiday mornings. librarian, if you want to find a Beer.
ryn
Givtskos.
Helen
Tsarones,
Mary
Volas,
After football season the march- place to study in the library. The Maribelle Brehman, Louise Lund, Connie
Campus improvement was dis- ation, Reva Bailey, chairman.
pal areas of a liberal education.
busiest hours of the day are 9 Praeger, Ruth E. Roberts, Marione Lichty, cussed by Senate members and
Awards and Recognitions—JanIncluded are questions on mathe- ing band will combine with the
Louise
Stallbohm.
Agnes
Carey,
Patricia
a.m.-12 in.. 1-4, and 7-9 p.m.
Simon, Mary A. Hodge, Margaret Carter. action was taken to provide street et Foulkes, chairman ; W. E: Steidtmatics, physics, chemistry, bio- girls' band, for an Eastern tour.
During the week ending Sept. Glenna A. Stubb.
signs and traffic warnings for the mann, W. E. Steller, Glenn Knerr,
logical science, social studies, lit- The girls' band is also in need of
A Cappella members are:
27, 6,272 books were used as comcampus area.
A committee was Marilyn Shane.
erature, fine arts and general vo- members.
1st Soprano—Phyllis Greenler, Joyce appointed to comprise rules and
The Friday Night Program—InThe band boasts an honorary pared with the 4,038 in circula- Crocket,
cabulary.
Margaret Nauls, Joyce Frey, Jane
The examination will be admini- fraternity. Kappa Kappa Psi, tion the first week last year. Ntcodemus, Fannie Small?. Christine Bol- regulations governing hazing next ter-fraternity and Pan-Hellenic
Pal Sanguineltl, Shirley Flggans, fall.
Councils, Alex Emerick and Betty
stered in Bowling Green on Octo- which held its first meeting of the There are nine professional librari- linger.
Norma Burl, Peggy Hitchens, Coeleen
Sandera, chairmen.
ber 27 and October 28.. Appli- year last Monday. Band members ans and 36 hourly workers to take VanLear, Marilyn Horn.
2nd Soprano—Ruth Dibllng, Phyllis
cation for admission to the exam- may join this fraternity by eligi- care of the circulation.
The Saturday Night Program—
Meier, Leona Krill. Lois S Auben, Marion
ination must be filed before noon bility through service.
The new periodical room is ex- Banning. Marilyn Weiss. Ruth Wonnell.
Women's
Independent
Society,
1st
Alro—
RulhLyor.s,
Virginia
Hadsell.
on October 9, in Room 217 AdminiMary Helen Alsletter, Chairman.
Mr. Zuelzke has been at Bowling pected to open within the next few Lelha Fledderlohann. Donna Cunningham.
Campus
traffic
rules,
as
pubstration Building.
Green for three and a half years. weeks and will relieve the strain on Mary Jo Werner. Jeanne Gray. Helen lished on page 1 of last week's
Joan Housholder
He graduated from the Cincinnati the reading room. The classrooms Burdo,
2nd Alto- -Barbara Tanner, Margaret Bee Gee News, are not in effect.
Conservatory of Music and ac- arc open every evening for study- Harms, Connie Praeger, Belly |. Steele*. The student court rulings pubBarbara Ward, Kay Bayless, Agnus Carey.
quired his bachelor's and master's ing.
Betty J. Jennings, MarJarte Lichly. Patricia lished last week were taken from
The belated opening of the Evans.
degree there.
1st Tenor—Douglas Avery, James Dunn. last year's constitution.
periodical room is due to the delay James
Sprunger, James Carstensen. ForClasses on "How to Study" are
This year, due to increased enrest Warner, William R. Conner, Ed Weith.
in
the
delivery
of
equipment
and
Requests for rooms in which to
Paul
Butler.
David Jackson, Carl Thomas rollment, traffic regulations on held on Saturday mornings in
furniture,
which
has
been
ordered
2nd
Tenor—Ronald
Sprunger,
Marlin
Ide,
hold organizational meetings must
since July 1946, from the manu- Richard I. Smith, John Searle, Fred Way, campus will be the same as those Room 217 of the Ad building by
be cleared in the Registrar's office.
Bowers, Nathan Brenner, Ralph used throughout the city of Bow- Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, Director
facturer. "We hope to have it Ronnie
Culbertson, William Burt.
Requests for use of the university
of Guidance.
Baritone—Roy Jackson, lames Newton, ling Green.
open in a few weeks but it's anyauditorium, the Practical Arts
Don Harlg, Eugene Superko. George Bell.
These classes are open to those
body's guess," Dr. Leedy said.
Harold Bayless, Robert Boroughf, Robert
auditorium, studios in the P.A.
approved by Dr. McFall and those
Jones.
Mary Martha Buchanen, junior
building, or other university faciliBass—Richard Ohlemacher. John Hildewho wish to participate in this
brand, Gordon Mosher, Harold Entsminger.
ties will be handled by Miss Shir- from Lima, and Margaret Van
extra-curricular course.
Raymond Yeager. Jac Smith, Rodger Powley Gernert in Dr. F. J. Prout's Tilburg, sophomore from Mansell, John Come ton Russell Smith, Byron
Individual diagnosis and counfield, were elected recording secSlderas, Guy Smith.
office.
Because the Wood County Bene- selling are also available for vetretary and treasurer of Associafit auction is also being held on erans whose applications for them
tion of Women Students at the
All students who have had adWalsh Play Scores Hit
Wednesday, Oct.
15, Faculty are approved by the dean of the
Legislative board meeting Thurs- dress changes since their original Mum Talks To Pro-Lawyers
college in which they are enrolled.
Former Bee Gee student, At- Dames, the university faculty
registration are asked to report to
A forthcoming "Play of the day.
Mary Martha, an Alpha Xi the Registrar's office at once. torney Robert Riegle will speak at wives' organization, has postponed They include: speech facility,
Month" is*"After All, It's Spring,"
their regular meeting to Oct. 22. hearing acuity, reading ability, ina three-act comedy by Prof. Fred- Delta, is program chairman for Records of the new address should the first meeting of the newly
Nora Fauley, chairman of the terests, aptitudes, abilities, reerick G. Walsh of the Speech de- Kappa Phi and a member of Book be filed in the Registrar's office formed Pre-Law club to be held
hostess committee, announced that medial reading, and personality.
and Motor. Margaret is a Theta and in the office of the University tonight.
partment.
A file listing hundreds of voHe will speak on the subject the later meeting, which will allow
Mailing Service.
He has sold it to The Play Club, Phi.
This is done so that in case of "Our Court System." This is the members to participate in the auc- cations is open at all times in Dr.
the New York publishing firm,
The new officers will replace
McFall's office, open from 8 a.m.
which gave him honorable mention thoee elected in the spring who emergency any student may be theme of the club throughout the tion, will be held at 2:46 in the
faculty room of the Falcons' Nest. to 5 p.m.
semester.
reached immediately.
last year for "And Say Amen." didn't return to school this fall.

Full Week End Planned

For Expected 2,000 Alumni

Council Accepts
New Phi Beta
Mu Fraternity

get shot!

Treble Clef and
A Capella Choir
Members Named

Grad Students
Apply Now For Band Uniforms
To Arrive Soon
Record Exam

going to graduate?

Senate Approves
Alpha Phi Omega

Bring Your Chairs
Or Sit On The Floor

oops—our mistake

"Study Techniques"
To Be Taught In 217A

Meeting Places
Now Available

AWS Officers
Replaced In
New Election

Registrar Asks For
Address Changes

Faculty Dames Club
Postpones Meeting
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we'ie in tke. datA...
by Ed Cheilock and Tommy Foy

With the season barely two weeks old. Ihe amazing attendance figures recorded at night football games in this area again
brings up thoughts of holding nocturnal frays here at the university. In recent weeks, Toledo university, playing against a
vastly inferior Great Lakes squad, drew 8,000 fans; 16,000
passed through the turnstiles at the Libbey-Waite high school fracas and our own Falcons played before 12,000 in their game with
Xavier at Cincinnati in the opener. By comparison, the mere
3,800 who witnessed the BG-Central Michigan game seems
but a drop In the well-known bucket.
By having lights Installed, BG, too, could draw these large
crowds. While intercollegiate sports are primarily designed for
student participation and observance there is no reason why
conditions should not be such as to accommodate the myriad of
deserving fans in the area who will welcome an opportunity to
see the Fighting Falcons in action. Unfortunately, for them,
their daytime business commitments prevent their attending the
regular Saturday afternoon contests.
This increased attendance would help the university in
many ways. Financially, it would provide a profit from which
funds could be derived for the construction of a larger, more
modern athletic plant. It would also create a large, enthusiastic
following among Northern Ohio football fans and would justify
the athletic department's arranging of their schedules to bring
top-flight opponents here, thus increasing Falcon athletic prestige
and adding to the enioyment of the fans.
The cost of such Installations, which has been estimated at
$21,000 by a widely-known electric company, would easily be
absorbed by the resultant profits.
The university's Athletic Board undoubtedly would find it
worth their while to look into the matter.

Uapfxu. ^UasJitofioutq...
by John Fay
There is a now game sweeping the campus like wildfire.
It's called "Checks, checks, who has the checks?" Any two or
more veterans can participate and there seems to be no time limit
as to how far into the day or night it can be played.
Up to this year we have never had anything but praise for
the Veterans Administration. Its job is tremendous, and the difficulties ensued in the performance of its task have been overwhelming at times. Politicians and pressure groups which have
been in opposition to the veteran's program have played a small
amount of havoc whenever they thought General Bradley wasn't
looking.
Last year when the great migration of veterans arrived on
campus, their checks were handled so efficiently that beginning
Sept. 30 practically all veterans received their checks on the last
day of the month without any hold up whatsoever. Only once
were they late and that was for a mere 24 hours. It was nice to
be able to depend on that check being there on a specified date
each month.
But this year it seems to be different. September 30 has
come and gone and with hardly a single check delivered. The
worst of it is that in all probability the majority of checks won't
arrive until around Thanksgiving and that, Private Hargrove, Is
official.
This information was gleaned from the veterans office at
Bowling Green, which is in touch with the veterans office in
Toledo, which is in touch with the veterans office in Cleveland,
which needs to get in touch with someone else.
Tho only beneficial thing we can think of which will come out
o| this delay is that the November check, if and when it comes,
will buy an awfully big turkey for the family to dig into come
Thanksgiving Day.

yood HeifUfuvM...
by Dick Price.
This year the town has seen a vast student body descend
upon it. The first few days restaurants were running out of food
by six in the evening, cinemas had standing room only, and employment bureaus were contacted steadily. Store managers
had new merchandizing problems. The interdependency was in
operation. The town sought the buying power of over four
thousand non-citizens and the students sought the town's entertainment, its cleaning establishments, it's food (especially), its
clothing, and its housing.
The university in turn looks to the townspeople for supporHor
our plays, our basketball and football games, and our various
drives.
For the benefit of students and townspeople several recommendations could be made: city traffic and safety problems
have multiplied with the number of additional cars now on
campus. It Is up to student drivers, who have brought this problem with them, to govern their own behavior. A few bad impressions can over balance a host of good ones. This Includes our
behavior in the stores and movies, also. In includes the behavior of those in private lodgings throughout the town where the
students-townfolk contact is close, and important. These students
have the opportunity of bringing townspeoples' interest closer to
campus affairs.
As for the town—a very few suggestions which the Chamber
of Commerce might pass to the business men. Restaurants,
for example, should stay open later than seven o'clock (it would
pay); one or two more should stay open on Sundays so visiting
families, who up to now have found only the recluse of dormitory
lounges and a movie, might have some place to go.

Coffege Confusin'

3>ite @OHde<gaeHce&

But Not Amutin'
Sometime* we wonder if college
life is all it's cracked up to be.
Like the other day when a business major was starry-eyed over
the latest issue of "Consumer's
Bulletin." He was having conniptions over an article concerning
sauce pans.
"I'm going to open up a spaghetti joint someday," explained
the intrigued sauce pan expert.
"But why are you in college
reading about sauce pans? Do
they use sauce pans in the spaghetti racket?" asked the skeptical we.
"No. Frying pans," cume the
response.
That did it. We trekked from
the libe and headed for the Rec
hall. As usual, ye Rec hall was
undergoing a crowdburst.
Suddenly, a mob of Kappa Sigs
yelled, "Did you have that pledge
pin on at all times during the
day?"
After being given the third degree on a four-shift basis, we confessed all. We pleaded guilty to
the "nth" degree of huving appeared minus pledge pin (and
everything else)—in a shower
room.
As we sit here with 50 "no-pin"
demerits, we are faced with a
knotty problem . . . Are the trials
and sauce pans of college life
worth it—just to get oneself
placed under the droolin' with
schoolin' category??!!

Ancient History

Migration Day is here to stay,
Miami, we are on our way.
KINGS AND QUEENS
Summer efforts still bringing in results—Donna Perry pinned
to Clyde Metzger . . . Tom Inman and Helyn Dombrady . . . Alex
Steve back in the swim . . . Abie Goldsmith of the Kampus Kats
soloing the ending to "The Man I Love"—all three notes . . .
unconfirmed report that new temporary housemother to Alpha
Xi Dell's will be Dean Audrey K. Wilder . . . Eileen Grover of
Grover and Grover pinned to Dee Gardiner . . . bright spot—Barb
Osmun engaged to Jim Hovash . . .
CHECK:
Pity the freshman at the sorority teas
With three inch heels and wobbly knees,
And if her face is smudged with dirt,
You'll know she tripped on her long, long skirt.

Greek Student
Shortens Name
by Harold Fl«»r

When Evangelos Dcmetriadis
traded his Greek address for
"Dorm I., Bowling Green," his
hard-to-pronounce name was shortened to "Van."
"Van" hails from the island of
Syros in the Aegean Sea. He
studied at the University of Athens until the Anglo-American Hellenic Bureau of Education granted
him a scholarship to Bowling
Green State university.
"My country has been ruined by
the war and then occupied for a
long time," Kvangclos explained.
He declared that there are many
reconstruction programs going on
in Greece, and that an American
education is at a premium. He
counts it a real "break" to be able
to study in the United States, "the
new center of education." He will
return to Greece as soon as his
education here is completed.
"Greece needs lots of well-educated people," he stated.
Bee Gee's new arrival from
abroad landed in New York City
on Sept. 22. He likes "the climate
here." Van has studied law in
Athens for two years.
At the present time, there is
only one other Greek national on
campus—Andrew I'siaris of Athens.

by John Dyor
How many of you college students, or teachers for that matter,
know why we drive on the right
aide of the road? Well, it's this
way; In the old days the rule of
the road was to turn to the left.
The reason lay in the fact that
every one in the Middle Ages
traveled armed and by passing one
he met on the left he had him at
his right side, and naturally
carried his sword or lance in
right hand.
It was the introduction of firearms which changed the rule . . .
at the same time as it was no
longer necessary to fear travelers
in Europe and the old rule never
needed changed ... in America the
traveler still had every fear for
his neighbor's purposes. A man
with a gun naturally carries it
with the barrel lying in the hollow
of his left arm. By passing on
the right he had whomever he met
oft* the point of the gun. This
giving rise to the present system
in the U. S, while the rule in England was never changed.
That's worth an A in any man's
Home was never like this, say
book.
the girls in Room 2 of Shat7.el
Hull. The girls don't seem to be
nnti-social, but it seems their room
ItttesU to Uf CdiU% is always being invaded by strange
faces, who arridi-ntlly have gotten
brave man upholds on the wrong floor of building.
Since Shatzel Hall's dining room
women's fashions
has been converted into three
classrooms, partitioned off and
Dear Editor,
numbered 1. 2, and 3, some get in
This epistle is a complaint the right church but the wrong
against one central line of thinking pew and burst into the girls' bouwhich was climaxed by a reporter doir in the morning with their
on your staff taking pen in hand arms piled high with books. One
and writing the article, "Hemline lone fellow was found recently
Battle Baffles Males."
wandering down the hall looking
Recent.'* * came out of my for Room 2. Someone took him
"cave" long enough to discover gently, but forcefully by the hand
that those loud volcanic grunts and led him down the stairs. Then
which had been disrupting my all was well until classes changed
meditation were the protests of again.
the feminine and masculine hordes
denouncing the new styles in women's dresses.
bullseyc
To one who has lost his enthusiasm for me world, but maintained
The rifles hanged away on the
his sense of appreciation for a
shapely calf, may I vote for long range, the wind was light and the
sun just low enough to keep the
dresses.
Personally, I don't give the shine off the sights. The khakiproverbial "tinkers damn" what clad figure lay in seeming ease on
women wear. I can't even dis- the hard packed earth and continguish the color of my girl's tinued his slow methodical pace.
dress unless she happens to ask, The red flag in the pit kept return"Don't you just adore my new ing after each shot even before the
fuchsia gown?" or words to that smell of the powder had drifted
effect. Then I usually answer, away.
Up at the other end of the range
abstractedly, "Uh huh."
I am casting my vote for a another khaki-clad figure repeated
change in styles because I do not the same steps in much the same
believe in universal thinking. manner. As the scorer recorded
Everyone is against it. I'm for one after the other of his never
it. There have been many good ending bullseyes he kept his eyes
arguments advanced
for no glued to the target. Meanwhile
change, foremost of which is the the other figure began to smile.
financial aspect. However, we will "There," he said, "I've beaten the
disregard this phase because I am world's record by twenty hits that
not one to discuss money outside ought to hold it for awhile."
And, thereupon he rose from his
economic class.
Another "con" which appears prone position. It was then that
weak to me is the one: I want to he heard the rifle at the other end
see what kind of legs I'm going to and the smile faded. Just then the
have in my kitchen . . . Only the figure rose and heaved a sigh,
celebrates are unaware that it is "There," he said, "I've beaten that
impossible to see a woman's legs world's record by 22 hits. That
in a house coat. Permit me to east should be good enough."
National Military Riflt Indivimy vota.
Bob Nelson dual Championship. 1921

He Blushed!

FOUR STARS AND A HUZZA
Classy punting during the Dayton game by quarterbacks
Baxter and Maples . . . Kappa Delta's housemother looking sharp
as usual at dance Saturday nite . . . this week's award of the
bucket o' suds and a carton of tobacco flowers to the Press club
for sponsoring a Migration Day to Miami U. and in particular to
Bill Day of the Sports department of the paper . . .
QUEEN ALL OVER
Between bites of butter pecan ice cream . . . Jane Carlton
attired in light beige-grey gabardine trimmed in bone buttons . ..
with gunmetal hose and brown lizard spectators (them's shoes)
. . . daintily traipsing in the general direction of home . . .
CHECK
The stork is one of the mystics
And inhabits a number of districts.
It doesn't yield plumes
Or sing any tunes
But it helps out with vital statistics.
ASHES IN THE COFFEE
Lack of wax on the floor at dance Tuesday nite . . .the library
reminiscent of the proverbial Hades with temperature going up
and tempers along side . . . Jim Crane giving up piano and working in Cleveland . . .
MORE QUEENS AND KINGS
Nancy Nelson peeking out the window of the sorority house
between entertaining groups of freshmen . . . the row of shoes
seen in the U. Club at dinner time Sunday—the owners pretending their feet didn't hurt . . . Marge Van Tilberg pinned to Lewis
Byrne . . . Zorro's Proxy being sued for 15 thousand . . . Marilyn
Shane pinned to Ohio Weslynite Rex Houston . . . and "waiting
for school to open at Case" Don Rodebaugh pinning Agnes
Carey in the meantime . . . pinnings and more pinnings . . .
Shirley Blauvelt and Bob Collis . . . Elaine Lewis to Al Cawrse . . .
Carol Schroeder and Nial Keech of Miami U. —still hope we
win . . .
AND STILL MORE
Dr. and Mrs. Prout happening in Alpha Chi Omega —the
nite they served steak ... No, mam, a neckerchief is not the
president of a sorority . . .
PASS
A cold bath is much better when taken with hot water . . .

l&fted, Lawiauted, 04... .
by Dick Lonhart
A lady with a 105 foot waistline has been the symbol of
America. That's right—she's the Statue of Liberty.
The Quaker Quips
• * • *
To the delight of the mothers of the nation the National
Broadcasting company has agreed to postpone the murder and
mystery stories until after 9:30 at night when vulnerable children
have retired.
The Keukonian

• * •
"The trouble with our parents is that they're too set in their
ways by the time we get em." So says one kindergarten kid to
his companion in a cartoon quip in the "Saturday Review of
Literature."
The recipients of a will were greeted by this statements:
"... and so being of sound mind, I spent every last-damn cent
I had before I died."
The Cleveland Plain Dealer
• • •
A haggard wife just put her little offsprings to bed, looked up
to heaven, and uttered this prayer, "and please, Lord, don't let
it rain again tomorrow."
At the University of Akron the freshmen who do not wear
beanies are sent to the student court to receive a sentence for
their negligence. In 1944 one freshman pleaded insanity by
standing on his head. The judge chuckled. "I am here to see
that justice triumphs."
All student seats for the Akron home games will be on the
fifty yard line. Mighty considerate of the university.
"Button your blouse. Straighten your tie. Wipe that silly
grin off your face. You're certainly a disreputable soldier, aren't
you?"
"No sir, I'm from Western Union."
Fort Lewis Flame
• • •
Ten dollars was found on the steps of the Ad building last
evening. Will the owner please form a double line in front of
Dr. Proufs office.
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BOOK REVIEW

Palette and Pen

Under the Big Top

A Don Deitesfield Portrait

by A. L. McCl.in
the Great;" published by Lippincott and Co., New York;
Al Capp, creator of the comical price: $360.
Yokum lamily from Dogpatch.
"Step right up, ladies and gentlemen, to the big show on
U.S.A., is the only cartoonist who
is responsible for an unofficial na- the inside."
It isn't often a book reviewer becomes a circus barker,
tional holiday—Sadie Hawkins'
Day.
It was unintentional, of also, it isn't often a reviewer has the good fortune of reading
course.
a book as stirring as "Gus the Great."
"Step right up to the glorious story of a circus, its birth,
Al had been featuring Li'l
Abner and Daisy Mae, his faithful its glory, its intensity, its pathos.
"On the inside you'll see the the big boss of this whole wonderunappreciated sweet heart. To
give the gals an opportunity to acrobatic Sebastians. No net for ful show—Gus Burgone. 'Gus the
You'll Great' in all his expansiveness.
date men, Al pictured Sadie Haw- the Sebastians, no-sirce.
kins' Day in 1937 when socially re- chill. You'll thrill. And if you Not too close, sonny."
Stepping down from the barkpressed women could date the men purchase your tickets on the right
day, you'll »ee them plunge to their er's stand, and into the prosaic
•f their dreams
death when a ring breaks.
mood of a reviewer, "(!us the
"Hurry-hurry, and see the lion Great" is a wonderful book. In a
Men Like To Be Che.cd
tamer.
Everyone thrills to the time when books on social probTen colleges celebrated the holi- greatest lion tamer of them all, lems, are fashionable, Thomas W.
day the first year. More than .150 Captain Philip Latcher. And after Duncan's novel is a recount of a
institutions of higher learning and the show don't miss lve Pawpack- brilliant era in the history of the
towns staged Sadie Hawkins' Day er, a small time banker who will United States.
And if you are
in November of 1940.
Bowling tell you of his love for horses.
more than a novel reader there
Green switched the seasons and
"But hurry now, you can't miss will be a messnge for you.
got on the band-wagon in 1941.
The theme all boils down to human
nature. The women love to chase MUSIC
their favorite males (once in a
while), and the men—underneath
it all—enjoy being sought after.
by Gil Fox
But Al Capp hasn't always been
by John Fay
A tear in the eye and a choke
successful.
He set a world's
record for flunking when he doped in the throat—as aging conductor
"Hey, Profesthrough geometry for nine straight Bruno Walter was reunited with
s o r Schwarz!
semesters in high school. Not dis- his old Vienna Philharmonic. The
Wait a minute.
couraged by his poor showing in
Thanks.
You
Nazi
Anschluss
in
1938
forced
high school, Al entered the Pennsay you go on
Walter
to
flee
to
America.
sylvania Academy of Fine Arts.
those strenuous
jaunts covering
The occasion WHS the highlight
Capp spent a year in Philadelft V» miles in an
phia, then moved on to Vesper of Edinburgh's music festivul,
"l^" "h». nour twice a
School of Art in Boston. From
which had 97 performance! with
^
eft *l'eK'
What's
there he went to the Museum troupe, and a quartet of stars,
H 4fc fll that?
School also in the "Heantown."
half-a-dozen orchestras, a ballet
H^T ML £ been taking
His system was to pay the deposit
(Schnabel, Szigeti, Primrose, and
^^JB I ''ike from Bowon a course then study there until
Fournier playing together for the
ling Green
the school officials threw him out. top chamber music of the year)
State university
That way he studied at nine art
in keeping with Scottish plans to
every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturschools to complete a well rounded
make Edinburgh a world's music
four year education.
day and Sunday for 24 years?
center.
We state boldly, here and now, We don't know where you find the
First Try* Unsuccessful
that Gian-Carlo Menotti's "The time, but it must be wonderful—
The idea for Li'l Abner came Medium" rates tops as American of course some of the vets might
only after many unsuccessful tries opera. Currently packing in the
not agree as heartily as inexat the cartooning racket. At 19, Broadway theater crowd this jewel
We're
Capp went to work for Associated of theatricals (with its one act perienced hikers like us.
Press in New York.
After six companion
piece
"The
Tele- tired. Let's sit down and talk this
months at drawing the now de- phone") is drawing cheers from whole thing over."
funct "Mr. Gilfeather" strip, he the people who have always said.
This
on-the-run
conversation
was replaced (by popular demand) "I don't like opera."
finally slowed down to a trot anil
by a retouch artist named Milton
The brittle tenseness of a horCaniff.
Sound familiar?
Then ror play and the lyrical quality of Professor John Schwarz, head of
Capp went to work for Ham Fish- the Menotti music (favoring Puc- the History department at Bowling
er of "Joe Palooka" fame and it cini, perhaps) wind up as nn eveGreen, began to tell us about himwas with Fisher that he received ning of genuine pleasure unsurself and the activities in which he
many pointers and tricks of the
passed in the field of native opera. takes an active part.
trade.

Of Al Capp

"CMS

Deciding that there is a need for
a better show of school spirit at
Bowline Green, four out of five
students questioned put in their
approval for the organization of
a Booster Club.
The students, chosen at random
and questioned about their reaction to the announcement of the
club's organization on campus,
were all interested in seeing that
the maximum amount of school
spirit possible should be obtained
from the student body.
First to undergo the grilling, after smiling broadly for
the
Bee Gee
News Staff photographer, was
Earl Gillmore,
junior from Toledo. He likes
the school spirit
here but sees
good
possibilities in an orEarl Gillmore
ganized Booster
club.

strictly longhair

The next victim to fall prey
to the roving
reporter's question was Ardclla Rehrens, who
hails from Deshler, Ohio. Deciding that a
Booster club is
a great idea,she
explained that
she
likes
to
cheer and wants Ardella Behreni
everybody else
to have has much fun as she does.
More people would come to pep
rnllys too, she prophesized, if the
meetings were well organized.
Stopping
in
at the Nest, we
found Nate
Brenner,
buying his morning
cup of coffee.
One
of
the
cheer leaders
who is getting
the club started, Nate explained that the
campus has
needed this for
Nate Brenner
a long time.
Urging acceptance of the idea, he
For two years an idea had been
warned that the club will need the gestating in Capp's mind. Blood
cooperation of every student to and thunder strips were flooding
by Peg Finney
make it a success.
the market. Real humor was on
David
Raksin's
460 page score
its way out. Why not a mountain
Maggie Cox,
strip fashioned after southern for 20th Century Fox's "Forever
who we caught
folk?
He .named the family Amber" will run 118 minutes on
with our lassoe
Yokum—combining hokum with the screen. Composed in a huras she was dashyokel.
Was it a success?
And ried eight and a half weeks, it
ing down the
backgrounds all hut 10 minutes on
how!
hall to class,
the long flint. Recording by Alwas all in favor
Today Capp lives in New Hampfred/Newman's 100 piece orchestra
of the project.
shire and maintains an office in
took three weks.
"I think it's a
Boston. He is a successful busiRed 'Temptation" Ingle is preterrific idea,"
ness man and who wouldn't be with
she said enthuthe second most popular comic paring a road tour which will bring
him $7,500 a week in the nation's
siastically, but
strip on the market?
best theaters. His new girl soloadded with Bee
ist, Karen Tedder, is currently
Gee pessimism
Maggie Cox
heard in his "Song of Indians" a
. . . "if it'll
take-off from. Rimsky-Korsakov's
work!" She went on to explain
"Song of India."
that in her opinion the success or
Although Toledoans won't admit
failure of it would depend on how
it, Ingle is a native—born on a
the club appealed to the group, but
newly
redecorated.
cold and dreary Nov. 7 (only the
added again, "I think it's a terrimaestro knows the year).fic idea though!"
Open
now
Our last inLena Home, who has been conterviewee, Walsidering a trip to Europe this fall,
ter Glaws, gave
will draw big billing in M.G.M.'s
Lunches
Sundaes
us some insight
"Words and Music"—when the
into the other
studio gets around to it.
The
Sodas
side
of
the
story is based on the success of
question. A
Rogers and Hart, songwriting
8 e n i o r from
team.
Babylon,
New
York, his opinion is that Bowling Green is
not lacking in
any school spirSTREET
MAIN
SOUT H
108
Welter Gl.w,
it. Che e r i n g
and other indication of school spirit, should be spontaneous, he
claimed, whereas it wouldn't be
Zipper Note Books
under a Booster club.

and otherwise

ISALY'S

KIGER'S DRUG STORE

The groups of men, interposed
with a few women, were spotted
throughout the campus that last
day listening closely to the radio
as a play by play broadcast carried the latest. Tension mounted
and tempers flared, money
changed hands many times and
lifelong friendships cooled considaebrly. Finally an awful groan
resounded throughout the area and
the crowds began to break up into
smaller groups still arguing the
merits of their respective teams.
But it didn't really matter for the
game was over. The New York
Yankees beat the Brooklyn Dodgers to take the series.
Bee Gee News 1941

Biology Paper
Sorority and Fraternity Crests

Personality

Portraits

After having received his A. B.
grom Miami University at Oxford
and his A. M. from Chicago University he came to Bowling Green
in 1923. Soon after his arrival he
became sponsor of the Emerson
Literary society, the oldest organization on campus.
Founded in 1914, it is an organization to promote correct parliamentary procedure.
Often you
can hear the cry, "The chair! The
chair!—the chair recognizes— not
I!" as Professor Schwarz's enthusiasm mounts during a typical
meeting of the society.
Besides these two interests he
is an active member of Eastern
Star; Kappa Phi Kappa, a national
educational
honorary;
Pi
Gamma Mu, social science honorary, and is a busy lecturer on important figures in American history.

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

Pens and Pencils

reel entertainment

Venus

by Jim Limbecher
UNCONQVERED, a Paramount
release, produced and directed by
Cecil B. DeMilU, starring Paillette
Godttard and Gary Cooper. Technicolor.
Redskins again bite the dust in
the $1,000,000 Technicolor spectacle, "Unconquereil." The tale,
that of the early pioneers, is not
new, but it's still exciting and will
continue to he as long as there
are adventure-seekers to pay their
sheckels into the box-offices.
The film is directed by Cecil (1
refuse to pay that dollar) B. DeMille and boasts of a large supporting cast of well-known players
including Boris Karloff, Howard
DaSilva, Ward Bond, Kntherino
DcMille (his daughter), C. Aubrey
Smith, Victor Varconi, Henry Wilcoxen, Virginia Grey, and Porter
Hall.
Possessing all the grandiose settings and exciting seems of previous DcMille epics (namely "Reap
the Wild Wind" and "Northwetl
Mounted Police") this is a film
which will pull many a dollar into
Paramount and DcMille.
The tilni is slightly overlong
l.'tft minutes) but with all the
fcudiu', fussin' and 'a tightin',
you won't notice the length at all.
FASHION

by Ir.l.i Chritty
Coats aiv helpful in chilly
weather, but the Clothes Horse
likes to sport them for the effect
they crente. If she's a sleek thoroughbred, her speed isn't hampered by the curveless cocoon
styled, closely wrapped coat that
displays her points to their best
advantage. Hut if she happens to
be a Perehcron, she'll find more
applause if she wears a (IreatCoat which has an easy swing and
full lines that disguise her weak
(or should we say strong) points.
Personally*! we feel that only those
of taller strides should attempt
a cape or Great-Coat since a tiny
filly may look a little swallowed
up.
Coats for the suit, which seems
to be the preference of the males
in the herd, are now designed
to have a lDth Century feminine
dressiness. The hip line of the
jacket looks full not only because
of the big pockets, pads, flares, nr
pleats, but also because the shoulder width has been cut down to a
more tapered natural line.
Materials such as moire, faille,
wool, and broadcloth are taking
new importance for the filly and
the stud is pacing toward the small
patterned tweed. He is departing
from the loud fabrics and beginning to favor shades of brown,
tan, and blue, and blue-grey for
his jucket that is single- breasted,
three-buttoned, and hangs straight
down from slightly padded shoulders. The stud's flair for bright
color can still be seen in his ties
and socks or a contrasting shirt,
but his new motif is one of quiet
and rather inconspicuous dignity.

and
Apollo
by Judy Christy end
Alice Burbridge
The curtain is rising on the
Greeks and here is the news and
gossip behind the X's, triangles,
O's, dots and dashes seen on fraternity houses and over doorways of
some of the dorms on and near
campus. We hope that throughout
the semester we can play up points
of interest and amusement for
you, our readers, and now as we
focus our attention ubove the footlights we see . . .
AH ROMANCE. A sympathetic
roommate attempted to supply a
new romantic element thought
missing in the life of Mary Jo
Werner, Alpha Phi, by sending to
a popular soap opera for the enchanting "Brooch of Love."
LOVE'S PIERCING ARROW.
John Rudolph, SAK, sang a very
gay "happy birthday" to Mary
Miller, Alpha Phi, by placing a
diamond on third finger, left hand.
The Sigma ("hi's put the finishing
touch on Louis Byrne's and Margaret Van Tilberg's (Theta Phi)
recent pinning with a traditional
serenade.
SMOKE COT IN THEIR EYES.
The gathering clouds of white
smoke on campus during the past
week was not the result of a major
catastrophe hut rather that of the
three smokers given by Sigma
Chi, Pi K A, and Kappa Sigma.
Dangerout Dan McGrew made his
appearance at the Sigma Chi's
smoker.
RECENT CAPTIVES. Mounting household duties of the Phi
Delta may be the reason this list
of pledges was captured.
Don
Michel has taken over the trials
and tribulations of the presidency
of the group. James Conroy, Don
Deitesfleldi Lloyd Pearson, Ed
Ioanes, Tom Stubbs, Ernest Capron, anil Pete Fakoss arc the
other pledges,
A
DREAM
COME
TRUE.
Amid tears and shrieks the dream
of another local sorority has come
true.
Congratulations, gals, on
your spirit. How well we remember those orientation classes in
which Dean Audrey Wilder said
there weren't enough sororities on
campus so why not establish your
own. The founding of Tri Lambda on our campus that year proved
a real asset. We know tho Chi
Omega's will carry on this tradition.
TRAINING AT HOME. Posters, banners, exhibitions and a 17year-old Ohio National Guard in
uniform prompted four Sigma
Rho Tan's to attempt to enlist this
week.
After receiving a blank
(look—that is) they decided to try
the Foreign Legion. Perhaps Peg
Finney, Nancy Baughman, Elaine
Brainard, and Lucy Stoncczek
should look for another method of
gutting away from it all.

WE NOW HAVE —

Roberta
(a play with music)

Music by Jerome Kern

Monogrammed

Book and Lyrics by Otto Harbach

MATCHES

Vocals by Paula Lawrence, Kitty Carlisle,

. 50 folders $1.50
with name or initials

NAPKINS
60 for $1.50

College Pennants

Laundry Cases
Drawing Boards

GREEKS

lor

6 colors to choose from

School and Art Supplies
Laundry Cases

MOVIES

STATIONERY
any box of our stationery,
monogrammed
at
slight
extra charge.

24 hour service
121 North Main St.

Kathryn Meisle and Alfred Drake
YOU'RE DEVESTATING
LET'S BEGIN
YESTERDAYS
LOVELY TO LOOK AT
SOMETHING HAD TO HAPPEN
SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES
THE TOUCH OF YOUR HAND
I'LL BE HARD TO HANDLE
FASHION SHOW
DON'T ASK ME NOT TO SING

LION'S STORE APPLIANCE
SHOP
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W. E. Steidtmann

Carlyle Draws Capacity Crowd

Acting Head of
Biology Dept.
Dr. Waldo K. Steifltmunn was
appointed toting chairman of the
biology department last month by
Dr. Frank J. Prout. His selection
was recommended by Dr. Charles
II. Otis who asked to be relieved of
the position. Dr. Otis will continue to be Oil the faculty.
Dr. Steidtmann has been teaching here since 1986, Before that
dntC hi VII Ml instructor at the
University of Michigan, Mnrquette
university, and State Teachers college at La Crone, Wis.
His decrees are It.A. from University of Wisconsin, 11#i*:*; M.S.
from
University of Michigan,
1929; and I'h.D. from the University of Michigan, 1986.
Dr. Steidtmann is married and
lias twit children, Sally, 12, and
Jimmy, U.
Ho is a city Hoy Scout commissioner, Alpha Tau Omega fraternity adviser, a member of the Kiwanis and Junto clubs, and the
rii'shyterian church.
____
lie also balongi tn Sigma Xi
(science)i 1'hi Sigma (biology),
Ohio and Michigan Academies of
Science, American Association for
the Advancement of Science and
Botanical Society of America.
At the university he is a member
of the Graduate Council ami social
and alumni committees.

Chem Journal Elects
Year's Officers

Faculty Recital Heads
Week-End Activities
Warren Allen, associate professor of music, will present
a recital at 8:15 p.m. in the Main auditorium Friday.
Weather permitting:, the movie "Stage Door Canteen"
will be shown in the stadium at 8:00 p.m. Among the host
of stars in the cast are Helen Hayes, Ralph Bellamy, Ray
Bolger, Lon McAllister, William Terry, and Cheryl Walker.
—■

—

^Kay Kyser, Freddy Martin, Xavier
Cugat, anil Count Basie provide
the musical background.
Two dances are also scheduled
by the Social committee with a
square dance Friday night in the
Woman's building. June Nelson
Social committee announces the Kieffer and her orchestra will play
social calendar for the remainder for dancing from 9 to 12 p.m. A
of October.
disc dance, sponsored by the Bo10 Faculty Recital-Warrwn Allen,. Bari- da] committee, will be held Saturtone
day from 9 to 12 p.m. in the WoMovie, "Stage Door Canteen"
man's building.
Square Dance
For those who prefer checkers,
11 Due Dines*
chess, cards, monopoly, darts, and
Game Nigh I
parchcesi there will be a game
17 Movie. "Hangmen Al«o Die"
Game Tournament Night
night in the Practical Arts audi18 Football Ohio University
torium starting at U p.m.
AllCampuB Semi Formal. Sigma Chi
The Key Parade which was
Movie. "An Evening with Wall Dir
scheduled for this Saturday afternoy"—in technicolor
noon has been postponed until
Disc Dance
Oct. 19. Doris Smart, Key editor,
19 All Campus Koy I'
72, 23, 24. 2S Play. "The Late George announced.

Social Committee
Announces October
Calendar

Offers Varied And
Danceable Music

Bandleader Prefers
College Audiences
by John Dyer
This RUSK Carlyle is quite n
guy. Seeing him step off thi' l>us
looking; like he just returned from
a trip around the city is something
in itself which helps explain why
he is steadily growing in popularity. He possesses a likalilc personality coupled with a tinging
talent which makes him a wellrounded figure in the music world.
His hand—all ex-servicemen,
consists of twelve musicians some
of whom doulde to form the Lamplighter quartet, a novelty act with
Norm Scott, and singer Nancy
Clayton to provide the feminine
appeal.
His music speaks for itself in
a slow rhythmic style combined
With plenty of tinging and a proper touch of swing at opportune
moments in the program* In addition to the Lamplighter quartet
and Nancy Clayton, he has several

Chemical Journal club elected
new officers last Wednesday, Ocl
I, during its first meeting of the
semester. These include: Phyllis
Blosser, president ; Mary Helen
Alstetter, vice president; Jean
Sampson, recording secretary; Ilona 1'ohlad, corresponding secretary; and Orpha llolman, treasurer. Dr. W. Hall will continue to
act as faculty adviser for the
group.
Committees were also chosen
during the meeting. Social committee: Orpha llolman, Louise
Long, ami Kichard Smith; proI'hi Chi, new national psychologram committee; Pauline Curry.
Mary
Helen
Altstetter,
and gy honorary will hold its first
Charles Peterson; and member- meeting Oct. 8, at 7 p.m., in
ship committee: Marjorie Deut- Room 80S Lab school.
President I'at Peterson anschle.
Regular meetings are scheduled nounced that meetings this semesfor the first ami third Wednesdays ter will he open to all students who
of each month. The club plans a have completed six hours of psywiener roast for its next meeting chology.
A prominent speaker, panel disto be beM at Powell's pond Wednesday evening, Oct. 15. Tenta- cussions, and movies are included
tive plans for future gatherings in plans for the season.
Other officers are Sandra Con
include technicolor motion pictures
at club meetings and observatory tos, vice-president; Elaine Haddaklie Id trips to several industrial er. treasurer; and Jean Matter,
secretary.
plants.

Psi Chi Meeting
Held Tonight

Let us Mobile Service your car. Competent
service and products, Our service will keep
your car running this winter. Check before
the rush.

Apley"
24-26 HOMECOMING WEEKEND
24 Rally Dance
Movie, "Hired Wi|e"
25 Football- Kent Stall
DePaur'i ln(anlry Chorus

'Atlantic Monthly'
Accepts English
Instructor's Article

Baron; lender of a small prewar hand; service time and now n
12 piece ensemble in the top notch
I tn. ■
"Home In Indiana" -in techranks. Hi' has just finished a tour 31 Movie,
nicolor
of the midwest Including many
Disc Danco
colleges and a six month stop-over
Miss Ix>is K. Barr, instructor in
at the Black Hawk Room in Chithe Knglish department, submitted
cago.
an article to the Atlantic Monthly
Hi- Future who knows, hut it
which was sent to colleges all over
will he helped by the soon to he
the United States.
This short
released set of records made for
article expresses her
feelings
the same company which recorded
about the Atlantic Monthly.
With a more complete brass secFrancis Craig's "Near You." The
"Though not at all addicted
disc- -Its All My Fault," "Why tion, the Kampus Kats have re to testimonials, I feel strongly
Don'l You Answer the Phone," turned this year to supply music enough about the Atlantic to ex"Hanging on the Garden Gate," for Bee Gee's forthcoming dances. press my pleasure in teaching it.
and the Coachman choir singing
Because the student body show- I used it for the first time this past
"Chapel in the Moonlight." The ed a definite trend toward BWeel year and found its greatest value
records will he out soon
music, the band has added to and to he the provoking of lively class
Kuss says that he likes to play- improved many of its arrange- discussions, the stimulating of lito colleges hceaiise of their spon- ments of lust year.
brary work and papers, and the intaneity which is hard to find in
Jim Goebel, drummer last yeur, troduction to the student of submixed groups at other stops. On will he leading the new crew, lie jects and problems beyond his preHie return to the middle west the may be contacted in room 32 West vious rather restricted interests."
hand has several more college en- Hall.
gagements.
Those in the band are saxi- North Dorm Chooses
phonists, Bob Berry, Buzz Biazzo,
Eight Student Senators
Abe Goldsmith, Jim Robinson, nnd
Frank Zurlo; trumpeters, Nate
Bight men have been chosen
Brenner, Bill Bird, Johnnie Mud- to represent North Dorm in the
gett and Chubby Ray; trombonists, Student Senate.
Printy Arthur and Doug Hartzell;
New-elected students and the
Caduceus, campus organization pianist Bill Champion; bass, Bob dorm
section they will represent
of pre-med and denial students, Borough; and drums Specs Rogers.
are Howard Mitchell, wing "A;"
will hold its second meeting of the
Roger Mizerski,, lower wing "B;"
semester this evening, Oct. 8, in
LOST: Wotnon't qold ring, keepsake Roger Muckley, upper wing "B;"
the Science building. New officers Initial "A" Inscribed on face. Dale inside
Return to olflce o| dean o( students. Five Hart Hursh, upper wing "C;"
have not yet been ehosen hut cur- dollar
reward.
Ralph Zorm, lower "C;" Joe Parks,
rent president. Hill Mote, slated
FOR SALE: New Underwood portable lower "D;" Dick Saxer, upper
that mi election will possibly be typewriter. Psychology olfice in room 31£
"D;" and Sam Morell, the annex.
Laboratory school.
held at this evening's meeting.

Kampus Kats Are
Reoganized Under
Jim Goebel

DanciiH tnjoy tin- ({aw rAytamte
stylr vf KIISH Carlylr's hand us
well us flu' vui'iil urriiiiytmt'iits
by linss, iVuncy Cluytun, mill flu"l.iiiniiliyhter'n Quartet."
llvluw,
Juhii llyir listens as liiiss says In
iiijnys planing tn college itudenlt.

novelty programs worked out in
which the entire hand forms and
harmonises as the Coachmen choir.
His

past

singing

with

Hlue

Reading Conference Caduceus Witnesses
Open to Students
Hernia Operation
A one-day reading conference
for Northwestern Ohio teachers
will lie held Saturday, Oct II, in
the Auditorium of the Practical
Aits building,
The university department of
education is sponsor of the conference, registration for which will
he nt 9:80 a.m. Equipment ustM.
in the university reading clinic will
be demonstrated
Dr. Laura Zirbes, professor of
education at Ohio Stale university,
will speak in the morning ami two
Kent Slate university faculty
members in the afternoon. The
latter are Miss Evelyn Kent, former supervisor of the Reading
Clinic Laboratory School at Temple university, ami Kretlriek Davidson, a psychologist also formerly
at Temple.
Any Interested person 'may attend tin- conference.

Recent activities of Caducous'
members include observing a hernlotomy, or operation of the hernia, at the Maumee Valley hospital on Saturday, Sept. 2"k Saturday, Oct. 4, the club held a dinner at the University Club at MO.
A KiU'st, l)r. K. A. I'eatee, local
Bowling Green physician, spoke of
medical internship to the members.
Regular meeting! of Caduceus
are scheduled foi the seeond Wednesday of each month. Dr. F. G.
Meserve wil continue acting as
faculty adviser to the group.

THERE IS MORE
COCA-COLA NOW

LOUIE'S FRIENDLY SERVICE
704

NORTH

I'HONK 12051

MAIN

AT

RBID

ST.

BOWLING GRF.F.N, OHIO

**. *"££**+,

Ask jar it either may... loth
trade-marks mean the lame thing.
PLEASE return
empty bottles promptly

SOTTUS UNDEt AUTHOBTT OF THI COCfcCOlA COATANY IT
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF TOLEDO
^
O '»«? The C-C Co.
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Falcons Engage Redskins
In "Migration Day" Tilt

by Tommy Foy and Ed Chealock
The Press club and the Sports department
of the Bee Gee News are sponsoring a "Migration Day" this Saturday when the university
football team travels to Oxford to meet Miami
university in their annual tilt. Two hundred
tickets have been sent here from Miami and
they will be on sale today and Thursday instead of today and Friday as listed on the
posters in the Well and the Nest. The price of
these tickets are $1.25.
With the enormous amount of cars that
are seen on the campus this year, it should be
no trouble at all to get rid of these 200 ducats.
When Bowling Green and Miami meet on the
Tommy Foy
gridiron the spectators are always sure of a
bang-up ball game. Anyone who witnessed last year's clash
between the two will heartily agree.
FROM THE PRESS BOX
Varsity club planning to crack down on
students sporting unearned athletic letter
awards . . . also nixed by the VC is the wearing
of high school letters . . . sweaters sans letters
are OK . . . Small College Division of the Official Football Guide for '46 ranks Max Minnich
second best punter in the nation. Russ Maples
is rated sixth. Max averaged 40.9 yards per
boot while Russ hit 38.8 ... In addition to their
assistant coaching duties, Mark Welker and
Danny Marazon, both '46 Falcon gridders, have
taken over the scouting chores at Toledo Waite
Hi . . . last week Waite was listed among the
state's top five by INS . . . Next week the Falrl„ . .
E4 Ch„lock
cons wil, face )riple |hrea, All-Ohio halfback
Ara Paresghian when they tussle with the Redskins at Oxford
. . . also on the Miami roster is lullback Paul Dellerba, brother
of the Cleveland Browns' Spiros Dellerba . . . AU-American eager
Don Otten was an interested spectator at the Falcon Central
Michigan donneybrook ... Red Lowry, '46 Orange and Brown
breakaway back, whose two touchdowns ruined Kent State last
season, is now assistant football coach at Findlay Hi . . . Wayne
Rudy, '43. is making tape and towel history as trainer ol SMU s
Mustangs . . . The new Athletic department bus will be abandoned for the William and Mary game in favor of better accommodations by train . . . The IM independent touch football league
gets underway this week with five teams seeing action . . .

by Bill Day
» The Falcons of Rowling Green State university, victorious in but one start out of three this season, sharpen their
claws this week for Saturday afternoon's invasion of Oxford,
Ohio, where they will tangle with the Redskins of Miami university. This game is "Migration Day" for Rowling Green
and a large turnout is expected to he on hand when the 2:00
*$>kick-otT timr loiiios around.
Nothing would bo mor< satisfy

Spavin i+t SkoAti

Dorothy Fornia Added
To Physical Ed. Staff
Miss Dorothy Fornia, the sports' specialist from Youngstown, is a new instructor in the Women's Physical Education
department.
Before coming to Bowling Green, she taught at Ohio
State university, Wilmington college, and Ohio Wesleyan.
During the summer she has done camp and park work at

—«>Youngstown, Ohio.
Miss Forma, assistant professor,
is teaching courses for freshmen
physical education majors, soccer
service classes, and is in charge of
junior majors who arc officiating
and coaching.
She is, also, adSAE'l touch football team caked visor of the Woman'! Athletic asout a 2-0 triumph over Kappa Sig- sociation, Bowling club. Badminma to keep pace with Kappa Tau, ton club, and intramural sports.
Her special interest in physical
12-0 conquerors of Beta Sigma,
and 1'i Theta, who took the mea- education is in sports, and she is
planning to expand the interests
sure of Sigma Chi, 12-7, as Fra- and activities of the W.A.A. She
ternity league No. 1 swept nit" hopes tit have several sport days
its second week of action last Wed- with other colleges.
Miss Fornia attended Ohio State
In the third contest of the season the Bowling Green nesday.
university where she received her
Falcons fell in defeat to the powerful University of Dayton
PiK.A. took over top position in
eleven, 20-13, in the Dayton stadium last Saturday afternoon. League No. 11 by virtue of a last It.S. and M.A. degrees.

SJIE's Keep
Clean Record

Flyers Defeat Falcons
20-13 At Dayton

The Dayton Flyers grasped an early lead in the game when
Art Bok, Dayton halfback, ran off left tackle for forty-six
yards and a touchdown. Dobbins converted the extra point
for the Flyers and the score was 7-0.
Crippled by numerous injuries,*
Shortly before the end of the
the Bowling Green team gave up
another touchdown in the second half, Wayne Bloker, B. G. center,
blocked
a Dayton punt which rollquarter as Ed Toscani, Flyer
quarterback, threw a short pass ed into the end zone and was reinto the end rone to Shroyer for covered by Bob Schnclker, Falcon
Ennis
the second touchdown of the e«me. end, for a touchdown.
Dobbins failed to convert the extra Walker kicked the extra point and
point and the scoreboard showed a the half ended with the score 13-7
in favor of the Flyers.
13-0 lead for Dayton.

—"Skitch" Henderson's Newest Disc (or Capitol

"Shilcb" *nd torn* of
bis side-men looking
over tn arrangement of
"Dinting With « Deb."

minute forward pass that sunk
('hi Theta. ti-0. Meanwhile, Sigma
Nu brought their percentage up to
.500 in downing A.T.O. by the
identical one touchdown margin.
The Phi Delts momentarily rested
upon their unblemished record by
drawing the week's bye.
Play in both divisions was tight
and once again every tilt was a
low scoring affair. Indications are
that the races for the league titles
are to be wide open battles with no
team incapable of pulling an upset.

Practice Starts
For Wrestlers

by Kathy Arnold
Congratulation*
and a
fur
dollar airartl got'* to -rViij/ Ward
for naming this column. Kay, a
transfer student from Ohio Wesleyan, is majoring in Physical Education.
Physical Education Club
Physical Education rluli will
hold its first nesting tomorrow
night at 8 in the North gym of the
Woman's building. It will be a
joint meoting of men and women,
followed by a social get-tOgethor.
Miss Harris, a specialist in recreation from Michigan State Normal
college, will conduct the activities.
All women physical education
majors are required to attend, also
sophomore, junior, and senior men
majoring in physicul education.
One dollar dues will be payable
at this meeting.
Swan Club Tryouts
Sixty girls tried out for Swan
club last week.
Competition is
keener this year than ever before.
Anyone who missed the first tryout
and would like to have a chance
should report tonight at 7 to the
Natutorium.
Bowling Club
The second meeting of the Howling cluh will be held Friday night)
Oct. 10, at 6:80 in Koom 107,
Woman's building. If you haven't
triad "Ut and would like to join
contact lima Itarton at the Woman's building.
Intramural Sports
Hockey and soccer intramural
teams have started league play.
Watch the bulletin board in the
Woman's building for the latest
schedule.

Harriers Defeaeted
By Ball State
In Opening Meet

Ball State's cross country team
Howling (ireon State university placed seven out of the first tan
will open its wrestling schedule in men to defeat the Falcon harriers,
December, this being the first team Saturday, in the initial meet of
the season at Muneie, Indiana.
since before the war.
Coach
Robert
Leiman
an- Low score indicates the winner in
nounced that 86 men attended the a cross country meet, and the
first wrestling meeting:. The only final tally was Ball State 19;
Bowling Green, 44.
letterman back is Jack Witheln.

e platter that's causing plenty of chatter
in juke circles is "Skitch" Henderson's latest
instrumental-Dancing With a Deb." Boy
—what a record!
It's obvious "Skitch" has had plenty
of experience in tickling those ivories,
and he follows that experience rule in
smoking too. "I smoked many different
brands and compared," says "Skitch."
"My choice from experience is
Camel."
Try Camels. Compare. Let your
own experience tell you why more
people are smoking Camels than
ever before!

ing to Conch Whittaker's squad
than to come back from this engagement with victory No. 2 to
their credit and an even break for
the season so far. But the Falcons
will go into this contest as the
underdogs and only a fight reminiscent to the battle that was
staged here last year when Miami
was glad to settle for a i> to 0
victory, will save them from their
third defeat.
Back from absorbing a 20-18
setback at the hands of the University of Dayton Flyers. Bowling Green finds themselves in
fairly good condition for this
game.
C.onrgc Crump Battered
n broken hand in the Dayton fray
and Jack Lewis received a knee
injury, but Lewis is cspoctcd to
be ready to go against the Redskins.
Coach Sid Oillman of Miami
will field a team that is boasting
a perfect record to far this season,
having taken victories over Murray State Teacher's college and
Kent State in their only two
starts of the year. Since the beginning of the 1048 football seascai
the Kedakim have lost but one
game to an Ohio school, Cincinnati, in the last years Thanksgiving Day contest.
B. (i. and
Miami have met on the gridiron
six times before this year and the
Falcons have come out victorious
twice while the boyi from Oxford
have copped four of the games.
Leading the T formation attack
for Coach (lillman will be halfbacks I'util Shoulta and Ara
l'arseghan.
Both of these boys
ure fast, shifty runners and
dangerous once t hoy get an opening. Hill Johns'on, powerful runner and excellent linebacker, will
be in the fullback slot and Captain Bill Hoover, letterman in
1942, 45, and 4<> will hold down
left end.
In the forward wall, Paul Dietzel, captain of the I'.Mti team, nt
center and Nick Vracin, sophomore guard, will lead the attuck.
At the tackles will be Bill MeCormick and John Weaver, both
big boys and both letterman from
last years squad.
Miami's squad of this year is
rated the best they have had since
Gillmnn took over the coaching
duties, which includes his 11145
Ohio College Champions, but in
their first go of the year against
Murray State they looked anything
but impressive. Coach Whittaker
will have his charges geared up
for this one in hopes that maybe
he can pull an upset and put the
Falcons back on the victory road.
He can be sure of having a good
sized crowd of It. (J. students in
the cheering section backing him
up Saturday as a large number are
planning to attend this "Migration
Day" tilt.
<3

<s>

EMPLOYEE ATHLETIC
The deadline date for purchase of employee ahtletic activity card hat been extended to
Cct. 18. These cards may be
purchased by all employees of
the university for $5.00, and it
will admit them to all home university athletic contests.

We also have—
Mickey
by Ted Weems
That's What Every Young
Girl Should Know
by Sammy Kaye
I Kiss Your Hand Madame
by Vaughn Monroe

/Wore pep(kare,SMgCr^/l0Sik*< em hefom,!

Bigelow Music
Shoppe
"Everything Musical"
126 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
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"Vocations" Will Be Staff Treats 673
SCF Speakers Topic Colds at Johnston

Gee And Gesling On
Leave Of Absence

A talk on "Vocations" will be
Itivon Sunday, Oct. 12, by Carl
Klair, n member of the faculty at
Waite hiith school, Toledo, at the
roRUlnr Student Christian Fellowship meeting. These meetings are
held in the Practical Arts auditorium from II until 7 p.m. every Sunday.
Every Friday evening, from 6:30
until 8:00, Rev. Hollis Hayward,
director of s.c.F., is host to a
small discussion group nt his home,
22'.i N. Proepeel St. Any member
wishing to join this group, may
sign up in the S.C.F. office.
The S.l'.F. also has seven "Intcresl Groups," The chairmen are
as follows: Ralph Scott, Campus
Action; June Cater, Community
Service; l.cia Schrolucke. Worship
and Bible Study i Louise Stalllnihni, Recreation) Connie Praeger
and Marjorie Henry, Publicity;
Jean Groaenbaugh, Public Affairs;
Jim l.inihacher, Dramatics,
Also on the agenda of the
SCF.. the week of November 2-7
has been set aside at Christian Living Emphasis Week. Plans have
bean made for various assemblies,

John E. Gee and, Martha M.
Gesling are on a four-day leave of
absence from the education department. They are assisting in
a workshop evaluation conference
on teachers' problems in Williams
county schools.
Working in a
consultant capacity, Dr. Gee and
Miss Gosling are cooperating with
the State Department of Education.
FOUND: Cloth change purse in fiont ol
Until their return Oct. 10, other
Laboratory school. Ownwi may cluim by
members of the education depart- idonlifying contents. Call 89S2. Margaret
ment staff will meet their classes. Manhatt

Bpeeches( bull sessions and con*

ferences throughout the week.
General chairman, Myron Jackson,
is in charge of activities for that
week

New Debate Squad
Will Total Thirty
Professor Harold Mikle. iissi.'taiit professor of speorh, announced that the debate squad for
this year lias boon almost completed.
He said that the squad
will consist of approximately thirty men and women. The squad
mombera are either experienced or
unexperienced debaters,
Professor Mikle expressed his delight in
tlio line display of talent and in
the line representation of the
freshman class.
Several tonmi m e n Is are
planned for this year. The first
will he held at Denniaon university, Nov. 1. Tin- first State Wo
men's tournament is in December
and the l'i Kappa l>elta province
tournament will he held sometime
this spring al Hope college in
Michigan. In these debates, ami
the Othen which have heen
planned, the central theme will be,
"Resolved: That a Federal World
Government Should He Kstablishcd."
The squad meets for practice in
Shat/.el hall, Room No. 2 on Mondays ami Wednesdays at .'( nnd I
p.m. and also Thursdays nt 7 p.m.
in LOS Ad. Professor Mikle said
that there is still room for any
prospective debaters and those Interested should attend the next
squad mooting.

9$ mm fOR r/ti

KICK OffJ

Dr. W. H. Brown, university
physician, and his hospital staff are
breathing easier after conquering
a 'cold' wave which in less than a
month brought 173 students to
Johnston hall for throat sprays
and cold shots.
A sudden Up-surge in cold cases
was noted Sept. 22 when 111 patients, mostly cough, and sore
throat cases, were treated.
But
Monday, Sept. 29, a week later,
the number of cold stricken students had reached a record peak
of 131.
Only 110 students complained
of colds on the following day, but
other ills and discomforts brought
the day's total of calls to 191, a
semester high. Since the Sept. 29
high mark the cold cases have
been on a downward trend.
The theory that our high concentration of cold virus is due to
overcrowding and poor ventilation
was advanced by Dr. Brown. He
suggested that students sacrifice
campus 'contacts,' shun crowds if
possible, and avoid excessive fatigue.
ReCOrdl at the hospital show
that few colds have been accompanied by fever, and there seems
to be no danger of a repetition of
the influenza epidemic which worried the staff last year.
Slightly over half of the 1,281
patients listed since the beginning
of the semester were treated for
colds. Poison ivy, rash, athletes
foot, cramps, insect bite, cuts,
bruises, earache, and hendache
were some of the other ills.
Also listed are 2K chest x-rayed
students, a fractured jaw, and two
fractured ankles.
Football and
other types of campus huddles contributed these more shattering
cases. No broken hearts are listed
to date.
The Health Service staff under
Mr. Brown includes Helen Marsh,
Thelma Stephenson, Mildred Hoofer, and Minnie Harris as day nurses. Marie Sekinger is night nurse.

Reserve Pilots May Now
Fly At Toledo Airport
Former pilots with reserve commissions can now fly at Toledo airport.
Contact should be made
with the airport as soon as possible, since 48 hours of flying time
plus 24 hours of ground school are
required each year to keep such
commissions active.
For further information rail Lt.
R. E. Crowe, 25^5, between 0 and
7 p.m.

Political Science
Honorary Lists
Qualifications
Pi Sigma Alpha, political science
honorary, will hold a meeting in
the early part of October after
which a new group of members
will he initiated.
The time of
this meeting will be announced
later.
The requirements of this honorary are: a .'J-point average in political science and 10 semester hours
of political science. One of the
courses must be on a junior-senior
level.

Dot Kanouse Named
Quill Type Prs»xy
New officers of Quill Type were
installed at the first meeting by
the advisor, Dr. Edwin G. Knepper.
They are: Dorothy Kanouse, president; Betty Lou Reidmiller, vice
president; Connie Lehman, secretary; Virginia Rehor. corresponding secretary; Robert Roland, treasurer; Ruth Grisier,
publicity
chairman; and Annette Jackson,
program chairman.
Miss Nellie Ogle, guest speaker
for the evening, spoke on her trip
to Panama.
The next meeting will be held
Oct. 15 at 7 p.m. in Studio B of the
Practical Art's building.

^te^ KINGS /SPORTS

0 CHESTERFIELD

Home Ec Club Holds
First Meeting Oct 15
The first meeting of the Home
Economics club will be held Wednesday, Oct. 15, in studio H of the
Practical Arts building at 7 p.m.
All home economics students are
invited to atend. Members should
check the bulletin hoard to locate
their "little sisters."

QfrltVluat^
End. Thura.
Ocl. 9
Matinee Daily 12:4fi
Opportunity Club Award
$148.00
Teresa Wriirht and Kay
■inland in

Trouble With
Women
Fri.. Sat.
Oct. 10-11
Matinee Daily 12:16
Myrna I.oy, Wm. Powell in

Song of The Thin
Man
4 DAYS SUN.. WED.
Oct. 12-15
Matinee Daily 12:45

Welcome Stranger
Starring Barry Fitzgerald
and Bing Crosby

GREYHOUND
There's no need of missing
those out-of-town games this
Fall when Greyhound's
budget-saving fares are so
low. You can hop one of
Greyhound's frequent schedules and be at the game in a
few short hours with money
left over for fun. Call your
local Greyhound or rtmrrns
travel agent far fares and
schedules.
On*
Rd
Way
Trip
OXFORD
$4.00 $7.20
(Miami)
BALTIMORE. MD.
9.60 17.30
(St. Bonavantun )
WILL1AMSBURC
11.80 21.25
(William and Mary)
Four Corner.
Phona 8171
GRKTHOUND

tSKMDML

LYRIC
Ends Thurt.
Oct. 9
Matinee Daily 2:15

Life With Father
starring Irene Dunne and
William Powell
Fri., Sat.

Oct. 10-11

Driftin' River
with Eddie Dean
Plus Chapter No. 1
"BLACK WIDOW"
Sun., Man.
Oct. 12-13
Doors open 2:15 Sun.
James Mason and Kathleen
Ryan in

Odd Man Out
TwSS,, Thura.
Oct. 14-16
Ray Milland in

Lost Weekend
Also
Jennifer Jones and Joseph
Cotton in

GREYHOUND

Love Letters
CaaaijkilMI. loan, • aha. ToarcC.

